In this paper we introduce a class of discrete pursuit games played on a metric space and we use graph theory techniques in order to characterize those of the situations which allow a victory of the player pursuer. Besides this, we give some equilibrium results, we present some pathological situations, and we conclude by establishing a bridge between our discrete model and the classical continuous models for the pursuit games.
PURSUIT GAMES ON A GRAPH OR ON A METRIC SPACE
By a graph G = (X, E), (X = vertex set; E = edge set), we mean here a non-oriented graph (finite or infinite) without any loop. If G = (X, E) is a graph, we define a two-player perfect information game J( G) as follows: The two players A and B move in turn along the edges of G (or eventually stay at the same place); A (pursuer) chooses first his initial position in G and tries to catch B (evader) whose goal is to escape. If E, d is a metric space (E is the space and d is the distance), and if a o > 0 is a positive number, we call G(E, a o ) the graph whose vertex set is E, two such vertices being adjacent if and only if their distance in E is not more than ao. Then, the pursuit game J",,(E) on E is defined as being in fact the game J( G(E, ao».
The purpose of this paper will be to study the asymptotical behavior of the games J",,(E) when ao converges to 0, and to characterize the spaces E, d which allow the pursuer to have a winning strategy for these games.
The study of the discrete games J( G) and J a (E) has already interested some mathematicians, [1] , [4] , [5] , (6] and is clearly motivated by the difficulties met to define in a coherent way the concept of strategy in the context of the continuous or differential games [3] , [7] , [8] . The product G®H = (X, Y, T) of G and H is defined by:
3. SOME REMARKS ABOUT THE HYPERCONVEXITY Let E, d be a connected compact metric space, and a o a positive number. The graph
G(E, ao) is connected, and we denote by d"o the canonical distance induced by G(E, ao) on the set E.
Many times it may occur that E is not hyperconvex. However, in most of the cases it will satisfy the following property P: P:
D( x, y) = lim"o-+o ao' da" (x, y) defines a distance D on E which induces the same topology as d. Then we may remark that E, D becomes a hyperconvex space and appear as a kind of inductive limit of the graphs G(E, a o ).
SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THE GENERAL ZERMELE-VON NEUMAN EQUILIBRIUM THEOREM
If G = (X, E) is a graph, one of both players A and B has a winning strategy for the 
Second case: 
Second case:
If at ¥ 0 and if p is large enough, we shall clearly be in the first case. Anyway, we get:
We shall also have:
The first term in the second member of this inequality is ~2a, the second term is ~a and the third term is ~ m (a, E) + a + w when p is large enough. Thus we get our result.
In neither of these two lemmas have we tried to get the best possible inequalities. Moreover, Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 permit us clearly to see that the family
is a Cauchy family when ao converges to 0, and therefore that m(a o , E) has a limit when ao converges to O.
A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SPACES WHICH ALLOW CAPTURE
When G = (X, E) is a finite graph we know that:
THEOREM (*) (Quilliot [5] , Nowakowski and Winkler [4] PROOF. We may suppose (compacity) that the sequence SA,n(Xo,Yn) = Xn,l has a limit x), and we pose Xl = SA(XO, zo) (second move of A). If B moves from Zo to Yh we may consider (property P no) a sequence {Yn,l: n EN} which converges to Yl and is such that:
Then we may suppose that the sequence {X n ,2 = SA,n (x n ,), Yn,l) : n E N} has a limit X2 and we pose X 2 = SA(Xj, YI). It is now easy to see that following this process, we define a strategy SA for A which is as required in the statement of Lemma 4.
Note: Lemma 4 remains true if we replace the sequence {Yn: n EN} by a basis of a convergent filter.
We consider now the coefficient ao fixed in the statement of Theorem 2, and we define for every integer p a relation Rp in E as follows:
x, Y E E, xRpy ~ When A's first position is x, evader B's first position is y, and when B is supposed to move the first, then A can catch B in no more than 1 + P moves.
We get xRoY~x = Y; XRlY~ BE (y, ao) c BE (x, ao).
LEMMA 5. Rp defined above is reflexive and transitive (order relation in the weak sense).
Almost obvious. Let us suppose xRpY and yRpz (x, y, Z E E) . A player pursuer B placed at y possesses a strategy Sa to catch in no more than 1 + P moves an evader C placed at z, who is supposed to move first. But a pursuer A at x has a strategy SA to catch B in no more than 1 + P moves, B being supposed to move first.
This diagram shows very clearly how we get a composed strategy SA 0 Sa for A at x, trying to catch C at Z and supposed to move first. We write YP = zp = xp and we get the result.
LEMMA 6. Rp defined above is an inductive order.
PROOF.
Let us consider a chain in E for the relation Rp (a linearly ordered subset), which we denote by {Xi; i E I}.
The family of all the subsets A i" Zl and Lp+1(x) are in control-po It is then easy to verify that we can follow as in the proof of the first inequality and conclude.
END OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2. If we suppose that A has a strategy SA to win the game Jao(E) in no more than 1 + P moves then the first move Xo of A according to SA may obviously be chosen as being maximal for Rio ... , R p , and we may set 'fix EX, Lp(X) = Xo. Then the homomorphism f whose existence is claimed by the statement of Theorem 2 can be defined by '
Conversely if f exists, we define the strategy for A as follows:
A chooses his first position at Xo. If B places himself at Yo, A moves to f(yo, 1).
If B goes to YI, A moves to f(Yh 2).
And so on.
This strategy gives obviously the answer to the problem.
Let us consider now a compact metric space E, d satisfying the property P and also the property P a when a is small enough. We denote by D the distance defined in Section 3. Then we get: THEOREM 3. lffor ao small enough, the pursuer A can win the game J",, (E) The first part is got by applying Theorem 2 for every value of a o close enough to 0, and by constructing f through the topological methods of Ascoli Theorem.
7. SOME QUESTIONS AND SOME PATHOLOGICAL SITUATIONS
(1) We may conjecture that if E, d is a hyperconvex metric space, then mea, E) is a continuous function of a E IR+, and also that the assertion contained in Theorem 1 is true even if E is not hyperconvex. However, in this last case, things may become more difficult as can be seen by looking at the following example: Let us consider the 'comb space' CS, denoted by CS, and supposed to be represented in 1R2:
If CS is provided with the distance d «x, y), (x', y'» = Ix -x'i + Iy -y'l, then we may verify that:
if a = I/n(n+ 1) then mea, CS) = a12; (n EN).
if a is not of the form II n(n + 1) with n E N, then mea, CS) ~ 0.
At the same time, there exists a function f from CS x [0, 1] to CS such that:
(2) Even when E, d is a hyperconvex space, the equality mea, E) = ° does not imply that the pursuer A can win the game Ja(E) .
In order to see this, let us call D2 the unit ball in 1R2 euclidean.
Let us set r(x)=!!Ox!!; u(x) = angle i,Ox (with i=vector (1,0) ). If X,X ' ED 2 , let us PROOF. The first assertion can be verified using the following strategy for A: A chooses his first position at 0; if B moves at some time to a point y, A manages in such a way that he can place himself at x such that x and yare on the same radius; r(x),;;; r(y); r(y) -r( x) is the smallest possible.
The second assertion is obtained noticing that the relation xR)y in D 2 , implies the equality x = y. (R 1 is the relation defined during the proof of Theorem 2.) Then the required strategy for B can be deduced in an obvious way. 
We also set dn(s, t)=I(s)+/(t) if !k(s)-k(t)!~2; and dn(s, t)=/(s)-/(t)+I·!k(s)-k(t)! if !k(s)-k(t)!,;;;2 (with I=inf(l(s), I(t)) and s, tE Un).
We define this way a distance d n on Un which may be extended in a canonical way to the lozenge En defined by u, V n , U ' = (-1, 0), v~ = (0, -n) (by symmetry).
Shortest paths in Un for d n : If both coordinates of A's position are different from zero, then B tries to go to a point whose some coordinate has a sign which is different from the sign of the corresponding coordinate of A's position.
Then it is easy to see A must take his optimal trajectory on the union of the two segments uu' and vnv~.
REMARK.
It is easier to think the situation by making a comparison with the pursuit graph J( G) defined on the following graph G = (X, E):
G is an isometric (preserving the distances) subgraph of G(En, 1) , and we may remark that if A can catch evader B, he needs 1 + n moves to do it.
Let us consider now the space P n (n .",4) which is En! provided with the distance
We call On the 'centre' of P n (the point 0). We consider the union P of all the spaces P n (n.", 4), seen as being pairwise disjoint, and we identify as one point all the points On(n""4). We also write:
If The proof is a simple consequence of the lemma. And we may remark that when n converges to +00, the quotient (1 + n!)/ 4 n grows in an exponential way.
CONNECTION BETWEEN THE DISCRETE MODEL AND THE CLASSICAL MODELS OF PURSUIT GAMES ON METRIC SPACES
Several models have been introduced to give an approach of the pursuit game in topological context (see [7] , [8] , xo) ). And so on. We see that we define this way a strategy for A in the game Jao(E), which satisfies the requirement of the second part of our equivalence.
